Business Theft

STOPPING
SHOPLIFTING
Garden centre theft is on the up, says GCS’ Jeremy Davies.
He speaks to Garden Centre Retail about why the pandemic
is partly to blame and how stores can take back control

S

hoplifting supposedly slumped
during the pandemic, with
multiple lockdowns forcing
non-essential retailers to close.
But prior to this, in the year to March
2020, customer theft had soared by 21%
from the previous year. It cost retailers
£935m, according to the British Retail
Consortium’s Crime Survey, and £1.2bn
was spent on crime prevention.
Whilst high street retailers might have
been closed during each lockdown,
garden centres were granted essential
status following their reopening in May
2020, and thieves saw the opportunity,
says Jeremy Davies of national security
company GCS.
“Thieves would normally be going to
the high street to steal, but when the high
street closed down, we saw a massive
increase in customer theft in garden
centres. They were some of the only
retailers open with the same products
which could be bought or stolen in the
high street.”
Jeremy has been working with garden
centres to prevent customer theft for
more than 10 years, working with the
biggest names in the sector as well as
independent garden centres. He
says theft has been a costly
problem for garden
centres even before
the pandemic
struck.
“Garden
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centres lose anywhere from 2% to 5% of
their turnover – excluding coffee shop or
restaurant takings – in customer theft on
average. That’s at least £20K per million
at retail value per year.”
Shrinkage is measured in retail value
to include the proﬁt margin the product
would have made as well as business and
operating costs. “It measures the true cost
to the business, which isn’t just the cost of
the product but the cost of everybody’s
efforts to get that product onto the shelf.
If it’s stolen, all of that effort is lost but the
cost is still there.”
The top ﬁve categories targeted by
thieves haven’t changed much over the
last few years, says Jeremy. Sitting at the
top of list, perhaps surprisingly, is seeds
and bulbs. These might be lower value
items, but they tend to be small and easy
to pocket – and when six packets are stolen
at £2 apiece, for instance, the cost adds
up. “You can steal a lot of seeds in one
moment and they’re very easy to conceal.
It can be £30 at retail value in one swipe.”
Second on the list is hand tools, such
as trowels, secateurs and loppers. These
are followed by watering products –
from automatic watering
systems to hose
connectors and sprayers
– and BBQ accessories.
Taking the ﬁfth spot is
gifted items, like leather
gloves and footwear – think
Ugg boots, Hunter wellies
and Yankee candles.
Whilst the categories might
not have changed, new COVID-19
measures being introduced over the
last year has inadvertently boosted the
amount stolen. “You have two types
of thieves that will come into a garden
centre: the ﬁrst type is Joe Public who
hasn’t perhaps thought about stealing
but has been presented with the
opportunity to steal. The second type
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is a professional thief who is selling
on the products.
“We’ve seen more professional
thieves come into garden centres since
the pandemic started. We’ve also
seen the general, pilfering customers
increase the number of items that they’re
stealing because they might have been
furloughed or lost their job. They have
more opportunities because they’re
wearing a face mask, so their identity is
hidden and there’s less chance of them
being caught.”
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Jeremy adds that changing product
ranges have also had an impact. The
closure of high street retailers boosted
footfall for garden centres, bringing
in new customers, and some stores
expanded their ranges to accommodate a
growing customer base. They introduced
higher value items such as quality British
wines, and these have been targeted.
The impact of this hasn’t yet been felt,
though. “If you sent a bill to every garden
centre for £20K or £50K, then they would
immediately do something about it. But
customer theft is hidden – it’s not easy to
identify and garden centres don’t tend
to take running stock checks like national
retailers do. Sometimes, they only
stocktake once a year, and by then they’re
a year away from when the problem might
have occurred. It’s like a dripping tap.
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Theft Business
“Garden centres have had a very good
trading period in terms of turnover and
more customers, so perhaps haven’t had
time to deal with customer theft; but
ultimately, it’s here to stay. Thieves are
ﬁnding that garden centres are softer
targets, with larger spaces and fewer staff
per square metre; it’s easy to hide in
a garden centre and to conceal products.”
Fortunately, there are measures garden
centres can take and ones which won’t act
as barriers to customers, such as locked
cabinets and behind-the-counter items.
“We’ve found the most effective way
of preventing customer theft is to operate
and install a security tagging system;
these are pedestals which stand at the
entrance to detect when an item has not
had its security tag removed at the till as
a customer walks out with it.
“Businesses that have a security tagging
system supported by a tagging policy
that details which tags to use on what
products, plus staff training on how to
approach customers when the alarm goes
off (to retain the customer and keep the
staff member safe) have found it to be the
most effective tool. We’re ﬁnding this year,
as we come to the end of the impact of
the pandemic, our ﬁrst quarter has been
absolutely overwhelming with the number
of installations that we’re making in garden
centres of this equipment, because it
simply is the best way of preventing
customer theft.”
Improving customer service can also
prove useful and there are a number of
ways garden centres can do this, says
Jeremy. The ‘10ft rule’, where a member
of staff has to engage a customer if they
come within 10ft of them, can help
thieves feel more exposed and less
anonymous. Retailers can also
mark out a ‘red route’
for staff to take when
walking to the
staff room for
their breaks.
“This would
cover key
areas which are
normally quiet,
where thieves
might go to put
items in their
pockets. A staff
member would
be walking through regularly
and this can be quite effective
in taking away the opportunity
and can also help improve
customer service.”
CCTV can prove effective
too. Jeremy recommends
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customer awareness
monitors. “You’ll see
yourself on the monitor
above the door as you
walk in, at the tills or by
the customer toilets. It
shows the public that
there is a live, working
CCTV system that has
recorded you coming into
the business, taking away
the anonymity.”
There is a cost to
implementing these
measures, but the cost of
shrinkage outweighs this,
says Jeremy. “The cost to
install a security system is
different in every retailer
and can be very small – so,
if a garden centre is losing
£20K in retail value to
theft, the investment pays
back within a few months.
Retailers can then also
introduce new product
ranges they wouldn’t
normally as they will
be able to protect and
sell them.”
As well as helping to reduce losses,
incorporating customer theft prevention
measures can also help to ensure the
safest of staff members. Attacks on retail
staff have reportedly surged over the
last year, which we’ll be looking at in
more detail in the next issue of Garden
Centre Retail. ◗

ABOUT
Established in 2013, the team at GCS
focus on helping Garden Centres to
tackle customer theft and reduce
shrinkage. GCS offer loss prevention
training, security tagging systems
and CCTV. Their clients include most
of the biggest names in the industry.
GCS is also the provider of the HTA’s
Security Advice Line. GCS can be
contacted at 01892 300 878 or via
its website.
www.gcsgb.com
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